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Maya is at the forefront of 3D graphics. The newest version of Maya has a host of new features and improvements to help the modeler achieve amazing results.

Before we move into modeling let’s go over some guideline we want to stick with to ensure clean models. These are concepts to follow when dealing with all models, be it a low polygon monster or a photorealistic human

Use quad polygons: A quad is a four sided polygon. Quad polygons are generally easier for everyone to work with. Quads subdivide in a predictable manner. It is easier for a character rigger to paint weights on quads. It is also easier for the texture artist to paint images with minimal stretching. If you need to terminate an edge loop, hide the triangle in a part of the mesh that is in an inconspicuous place that won’t deform. Any triangle used needs to be kept to an absolute minimum. Polygons with more than four sides (n-gons) cannot be used.

Uniformly spaced topology: By uniformly spacing the polygons you will be making everyone’s job easier. Uniformly spaced models will subdivide in a predictable manner. Uniform topology has less texture stretching then unevenly spaced mesh so it is easier for the texture artists to create images. It’s also easier for the character rigger to set up the model because the weights are much easier to distribute evenly across the model.

Model your edge loops according to the muscles: An edge loop is a path of connected polygons. By having the edge loops follow the muscles, the character will deform much better when animated. Proper edge loops also allow you to add extra detail only in sections of the model where needed.
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Learn Mac OS X Snow Leopard (Learn Series)Apress, 2009

	You’re smart and savvy, but also busy. This comprehensive guide to Apple's Mac OS X 10.6, Snow Leopard, gives you everything you need to know to live a happy, productive Mac life. Learn Mac OS X Snow Leopard will have you up and connected lickity–split. With a minimum of overhead and a maximum of useful information,...
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SharePoint 2013 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling guide on running SharePoint, now updated to cover all the new features of SharePoint 2013


	SharePoint Portal Server is an essential part of the enterprise infrastructure for many businesses. Building on the success of previous versions of SharePoint For Dummies, this new edition covers all the latest...
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Linear Algebra: A Modern Introduction (with CD-ROM) (Available Titles CengageNOW)Brooks Cole, 2005

	David Poole's innovative book emphasizes vectors and geometric intuition from the start and better prepares students to make the transition from the computational aspects of the course to the theoretical. Poole covers vectors and vector geometry first to enable students to visualize the mathematics while they are doing matrix operations....
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Knowledge Discovery in Bioinformatics: Techniques, Methods, and Applications (Wiley Series in Bioinformatics)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Wiley Series on Bioinformatics: Computational Techniques and Engineering
Discover how data mining is fueling new discoveries in bioinformatics    

As the field of bioinformatics continues to flourish, producing enormous amounts of new data, the need for sophisticated methods of data mining to better manage and extract meaning from...
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Parallel Metaheuristics: A New Class of AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005

	Solving complex optimization problems with parallelmetaheuristics

	

	Parallel Metaheuristics brings together an international group ofexperts in parallelism and metaheuristics to provide a much-neededsynthesis of these two fields. Readers discover how metaheuristictechniques can provide useful and practical solutions for a...
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Plan Your Financial Future: A Comprehensive Guidebook to Growing Your Net WorthApress, 2018

	
		Get your financial life in order. This comprehensive and objective guidebook will help you grow your net worth on a steady and increasing basis, regardless of your income level.

	This new and expanded edition covers changes and strategies to maximize financial benefits and planning resulting from the recent tax legislation,...
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